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Construction of the CGS749 requires the assembly of 3 boards:-

Column 1 - CGS749 Col 1 PCB (3D Model) (PCB Overlay)
Column 2 - CGS749 Col 2 PCB (3D Model) (PCB Overlay)
Back Board - CGS749 PCB (3D Model) (PCB Overlay)

Constructors should refer to the Component Overlays for any
specific comments regarding the board assemblies, the Bill of
Materials for the current value of all components and General
Construction Notes for general PCB assembly guidelines.

1. Assemble the 2x Jack Carrier boards (3D Model) and
1x Switch carrier board (3D Model)

2. Fit all components to the 3 main boards except for the
3 Carrier Boards and R311. Refer to Addendum for
modification to Main Board

3. Mount a Jack Carrier Board on to the Column 1 PCB
and offer the assembly to the front panel.

4. Fit and tighten the washers and nuts.
5. With J1 secured, solder its header pins and trim as

necessary
6. Mount the 2x Carrier Boards on to the Column 2 PCB,

and offer the assembly to the front panel.
7. Fit and tighten the washers and nuts.
8. With J1 secured, solder its header pins and trim as necessary
9. Fit and tighten the switch nut. Check that the switch body is parallel to the edge of

the panel and then solder the header pins and trim as necessary.
10.Mount the rear main board ensuring that the IDC headers are correctly aligned.

Addendum

There is an error with the connection to the [RESONANCE] pot which needs correcting:-

1. Cut the track on top side at the point marked ‘X’
2. Fit R311 between points ‘A” and ‘B’
3. Fit a wire link from point ‘C’ to point ‘D’

http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/cgs749-cmos-filter/cgs749-schematics.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/cgs749-cmos-filter/cgs749-column1-3d.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/cgs749-cmos-filter/cgs749-column1-overlay.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/cgs749-cmos-filter/cgs749-column2-3d.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/cgs749-cmos-filter/cgs749-column2-overlay.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/cgs749-cmos-filter/cgs749-3d.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/cgs749-cmos-filter/cgs749-main-overlay.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/cgs749-cmos-filter/kf-1-cgs749.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/cgs749-cmos-filter/kf-1-cgs749.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/documents/general-construction-notes.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/documents/general-construction-notes.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/support-3d/carrier-v1_jack.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/support-3d/carrier-v22.pdf
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Calibration

1. Set P3 fully clockwise
2. Set P4 to its mid-position
3. Apply 0V to [CV+].
4. Set [CV+] to maximum
5. Set [CV-] to minimum
6. Set [MIX] to ‘DRY’
7. Patch [OUT] to [IN]
8. Set [MODE] to [HP]
9. Monitor [OUT]

10.Set [FREQUENCY] to maximum
11.Set [RESONANCE] to maximum
12.Adjust P4 for a frequency of ~16kHz

13.Set [MODE] to [NOTCH]
14.Adjust [FREQUENCY] for an output frequency of 100Hz
15.Apply 3V to [CV+]
16.Adjust P3 for 800Hz
17.Repeat steps (13) to (16) until a repeatable result is obtained

18.Set [FREQUENCY] to maximum
19.Set [MODE] to [HP]
20.Adjust P4 for a frequency of ~16kHz

The 1V/Octave setting is an approximate one as the tracking will never be accurate.
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